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Summary. The present note compares some historical and analogous oddeven parities in mathematics and chemistry. The mathematical starting point was the
famous problem of the Koenigsberg Bridges in olden East Prussia, which was first
solved by Euler in 1736. The first statement of an even number rule in chemistry was
made by Laurent in 18431846. Laurents parity, known as the principle of valence
balance in modern chemistry, differs from Eulers rule; thus, the two are not considered to be equivalent. Another analogy in odd-even parity is strongly related to the
number of cycles in networks such as graphs in mathematics and electrical circuits in
physics. The correspondence to such a number in chemical compounds is known as
the degree of unsaturation. Describing the analogy of this number in mathematics
and chemistry is another purpose of this review. A history of the odd/even number
rules can help to clarify the role of mathematics in chemistry. The two aspects, valence balance and unsaturation, have been unified into graph-theoretical criteria by
the mathematician Senior in a key chemistry paper, but not well-known to chemists,
published in 1951. The present contribution describes some pathways leading from
Eulers work to that of Senior.
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Introduction
It has been known for a long time that the number of guests at a party who
shake hands an odd number of times must be even. This relationship, the number of
odd numbers is even, is hereafter called an odd-even parity. Such odd-even parities
have been discovered over and over again in many fields of the natural sciences and
mathematics, especially in networks such as graphs (mathematics), electric circuits
(physics), constitutional structures (chemistry), and road maps (geography). The
present paper deals with some analogous odd-even parities in mathematics and chemistry.
The mathematical starting point of the odd-even parity was the famous problem of the Koenigsberg Bridges in old East Prussia; whether or not anyone could
arrange a walking route in such a way that one crossed each of the seven bridges
formed over four lands (and areas) once and only once (see geographical map in
reference [1]). This problem was first solved by Euler [2] in 1736 as a mathematical,
or more specifically a graph-theoretical problem (in modern mathematics); the term
graph was derived from chemical graphic notation [3]. Euler concluded that such a
walking route is impossible, because the number of lands with an odd number of
bridges is odd.
The first statement of an even number rule in chemistry was made by Laurent
[4] in 1843-46; an English-language translation [5] reads: the sum of nitrogen and
hydrogen is always an even number in every nitrogenous compound. This statement, from the nature of the rules, is independent of Eulers discovery. The valency
of an atom is the number of hydrogen atoms which can meet at that atom; there is
some valency left, if the number of atoms with odd valency is odd, in chemical compounds. The word valency is also used in modern mathematical graph theory [6].
Tracing the history of valency [7] is not necessary for our purpose however. The
modern form of Laurents rule in chemistry is called the principle of valence balance
[8]. Laurents odd-even parity is apparently different from either the handshake lemma
or Eulers rule; hence, they had been considered to be not equivalent to one another.
Using chemical language we nowadays regard a handshake (or a bridge) as a chemical bond; and a guest (or land) as an atom. The number of guests (lands) can be
looked upon as the number of atoms; thus, the handshake lemma, Eulers rule, and
the principle of valence balance are all equivalent.
Another analogous odd-even parity is strongly related to the number of cycles
in networks. The number of independent cycles, in the graph-theoretical sense, in a
network is called the cyclomatic number [9], or the degree of continuity (less one).
The correspondence to such a number in chemical compounds is called the degree of
unsaturation [10]. Describing the analogy of this number in mathematics and chemistry is another purpose of this contribution. A history of the cyclomatic number
should help to clarify somewhat the role of mathematics in chemistry.
The two aspects, valence balance and unsaturation, have been unified by the
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mathematician Senior [11] in 1951 into graph-theoretical criteria under which a set
of atoms is realizable as a constitutional structure (a key chemistry paper, although
not well-known to chemists). The present paper describes some pathways from Euler
to Senior.
Development of odd-even parities in mathematics and chemistry
Let us describe the problem of the Koenigsberg bridges in symbolic and more
generalized form. Let a city have a number of lands (regions) connected by bridges,
and let ni be the number of lands that have the same number of bridges vi. Summing
(vi ni) up is clearly to count twice the total number b of bridges. This rule, åvi ni = 2b,
at once suggests that the sum of odd vi is even. It is also the handshake lemma and the
principle of valence balance, if vi is regarded as the number of handshakes and as the
valency of an atom i.
In mass spectrometry the nitrogen rule [12], which is useful for analyzing lowresolution mass spectra, says that the odd-even parity of relative molecular mass for
a given organic compound coincides with that of the number of nitrogen atoms. The
odd-even parity, åvi ni = 2b, implies the nitrogen rule. In an organic compound let
nC, nH, nN and nO be the numbers of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen atoms,
respectively; then the relative molecular mass (positive integer) w is expressible as

w = 12nC + nH + 14nN + 16nO
The odd-even parity suggests that nH + nN is even, because the valencies of H
and N are odd. Hence, the odd-even parities in w, nH and nN, are the same. In other
words, the nitrogen rule is a special statement of åvi ni = 2b, based on the fact that
each of the stable isotopes, except for nitrogen, with odd (even) mass number has odd
(even) valency.
The molecular number is defined as the total number of atomic numbers in a
molecule [13], but is not common knowledge to chemists. One can get, for example,
6nC + nH + 7nN + 8nO for the above-mentioned organic compound. This molecular
number becomes even, because nH + nN is even.
Ethylene reacts with hydrogen to give ethane, but the addition reaction of hydrogen to ethane is impossible. The number u of hydrogen molecules (or the number
2u of hydrogen atoms) is equal to counting the number of rings, because u hydrogen
molecules are needed for the conversion of a given cyclic molecule into an acyclic
one. One double bond, one ring, and one triple bond, respectively, could be counted
as 1, 1, and 2, by chemists; this kind of number is called the degree of unsaturation or
the index of hydrogen deficiency [10] in chemical compounds. The number u plays
an important role in classifying molecules according to their topological structures;
e.g., u = 0 for acyclic compounds, u = 1 for monocyclic compounds, etc. It should be
noted that 2u is the number of extra bonds which may not be used in connecting all
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of the atoms in a molecule. In chemical compounds twice the total number b of
bonds minus twice the total number n = åni of atoms plus 2, is equal to the number
2u of extra bonds;
2u = åvi ni  2 åni + 2 or u = b  n + 1
This number u is called the cyclomatic number in mathematical graph theory,
and applies to planar graphs.
The cyclomatic number concept was proposed by Kurnakow [9] in 1928. However, it can be traced back even earlier. Kirchhoff [14] in 1847 answered the question
of how many equations, derived from Kirchhoffs laws (1845), in a network of v
vertices (points) and e edges (lines) are independent. The number of circuits is given
by e  v + 1; this is just the cyclomatic number. Such a rule relating to the number of
rings in cyclic molecules has been frequently reported in the chemical literature (e.g.,
see ref [15]).
It should be pointed out here that in the above discussion relating to unsaturation
and cyclomatic number, a double bond is thought of as a two-membered cycle and a
triple bond is considered to be made up of two two-membered rings.
Other aspects related to odd-even parity
A polyhedron is defined as a geometrical solid which is bounded by only planar
faces. Eulers formula is v + f  e = 2 (even) in usual form, where v is the number of
vertices, f the number of faces, and e the number of edges for a convex polyhedron
[16]. Such a polyhedron is called regular if it has regular congruent polygons and the
same number of edges meet at each vertex. Only five regular polyhedra exist: tetrahedron (f = 4), octahedron (f = 8), icosahedron (f = 20), hexahedron or cube (f = 6),
and dodecahedron (f = 12). A short history of Eulers polyhedral formula is given by
Biggs [1]. Eulers formula can be rewritten as e  v + 1 = f  1, which looks like the
cyclomatic number u. The number f decreases by 1 if a polyhedron is projected onto
a plane.
The formal similarity between the Euler polyhedral formula and Gibbs phase
rule is well-known [17]. The phase rule appears in a series of papers by Gibbs [18]. Let
p and c be the numbers of phases and independent components in a thermodynamic
chemical system at equilibrium; then, Gibbs phase rule becomes c + 2  p = f, where
f is the degree of freedom (the number of independent intensive variables) in the
system. One-to-one correspondence between c + 2 = p + f and e + 2 = v + f
indicates that Gibbs rule and Eulers formula are synonymous.
Unifying odd-even parities
Not all sets of atoms are realizable as constitutional formula in chemistry. Some
restrictions are imposed on each set. Senior [11], in 1951, proved an important theorem which has escaped the attention of most chemists. Seniors theorem requires
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three essential conditions for the existence of molecular graphs, namely:
i) the sum of valencies is an even number, or the total number of atoms having
odd valencies is even;
ii) the sum of valencies is greater than or equal to twice the maximum valency;
iii) the sum of valencies is greater than or equal to twice the number of atoms
minus 1.
Condition i) is the principle of valence balance, and condition iii) for connectivity means that twice the cyclomatic number 2u (= 2b  2a + 2) is not negative,
although none of the historical aspects are referred to in Seniors paper. Condition ii)
indicates the non-existence of small molecules such as CH2.
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×ÅÒÍÎÑÒ/ÍÅ×ÅÒÍÎÑÒ
Â ÌÀÒÅÌÀÒÈÊÀÒÀ È ÕÈÌÈßÒÀ
Ðåçþìå. Ðàáîòàòà ðààçãëåæäà â èñòîðè÷åñêè ïëàí ïðîáëåìà ÷åòíîñò-íå÷åòíîñò â ìàòåìàòèêàòà è õèìèÿòà. Àíàëèçèðàíè ñà ðåäèöà
ïðèìåðè îò ïðîáëåìà çà ìîñòîâåòå â Êüîíèãñáåðã, ðåøåí îò Îéëåð,
ïðåç òåîðèÿòà íà ãðàôèòå â ìàòåìàòèêàòà è ìíîãî äðóãè ïðèìåðè íà
ïðèëîæíàòà ìàòåìàòèêà. Îñîáåíî âíèìàíèå å îáúðíàòî íà êëþ÷îâàòà ðàáîòà íà Senior îò 1951 ñ íåãîâèòå êðèòåðèè çà ñúùåñòâóâàíå íà
ìîëåêóëíè ãðàôè: 1) ñóìàòà íà âàëåíöèèòå å ÷åòíî ÷èñëî èëè îáùèÿò
áðîé àòîìè ñ íå÷åòíè âàëåíöèè å ÷åòíî ÷èñëî; 2) ñóìàòà íà âàëåíöèèòå å ïî-ãîëÿìà èëè ðàâíà íà óäâîåíàòà ìàêñèìàëíà âàëåíòíîñò; 3) ñóìàòà íà âàëåíöèèòå å ïî-ãîëÿìà èëè ðàâíà íà óäâîåíèÿ áðîé àòîìè
ìèíóñ åäèíèöà.
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